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GUILD OF OBJECTS
Local ceramicists Brooke Thorn, Chela Edmunds and Tao Oudomvilay met whilst sharing a combined
studio space in North Melbourne. As well as stocking their own creations, Guild of Objects stocks a
host of other beautiful pieces by other local makers. Guild of Objects are also running small, social
workshops in their new space, for people who want to try out different types of making in the form of
relaxed ‘crafternoon’ (or craft-evening) sessions.

http://thedesignfiles.net/2015/06/guild-of-objects/ | http://guildofobjects.com/ | Photography http://www.annetteobrien.com.au/
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SNICKERS – PERSONALISED
Snickers has taken inspiration from Coca-Cola for its latest packaging design which has seen the Mars-owned
chocolate bar replace its branding with 21 symptoms of hunger. The new designs for the Hunger Bars, which
appear to be influenced by Coca-Cola’s successful ‘Share a Coke’ campaign, feature words such as Cranky,
Impatient and Whiny, and maintain the brand’s ‘You’re Not You When You’re Hungry’ positioning.

http://www.thedrum.com/news/2015/09/24/snickers-follows-coke-s-lead-
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MINIM+AID BY NENDO
Japanese studio Nendo has designed a minimal emergency kit for those affected by earthquakes,
containing a whistle, radio, raincoat, lantern, water container and multipurpose case in a slender tube.
“Despite its compact design, the kit offers a rich set of features,” the studio pointed out. “Slimmer
and more compact than conventional emergency kits, it’s easy to carry and can also be worn over the
shoulder using the included strap.” The product was developed for Japanese brand Sugita Ace and will
be released in Japan in June 2016.

http://www.nendo.jp/en/works/minimaid/ | http://www.dezeen.com/2015/11/12/minim-aid-kit-emergency-supplies-earthquake-victims-japan-2011-nendo/
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NATURAL DEHUMIDIFIER
This sustainable and reusable semi-permanent dehumidifier naturally removes humidity in the air with silica
gel. Unlike conventional disposable dehumidifying agents, it is harmless to the human body and heat-resistant
– and therefore, can be dried in a microwave oven. This ‘water vacuum’ can be used to wick away moisture
or odour in the shoes, especially after workouts or prolonged wear, and thus, preventing the propagation of
bacteria. It is especially useful for boots that are hard to dry, or shoes that cannot be washed.

http://www.red-dot.sg/en/online-exhibition/natural-dehumidifier/

250 Design, South KoreaTeam Lead: Lee HoyoungDesign: Gwak Dongjune
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‘HERE ELSEWHERE’ INSTALLATION
An exploration of the oxymoron which exists at the heart of the Hermes Maison Universe as
interpreted by Robert Wilson. It seeks to articulate contrasts between physical materiality and
timelessness of creative imagination; the balance between rigor and fantasy.

http://trendland.com/hermes-presents-here-elsewhere-installation/
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VINTAGE MIXED-MEDIA COLLAGES
Digital collage artist, Erdem Duygu vintage mixed media collages are filled with varied graphics, from pinups
to old cars and elements such as geometric shapes or clouds to give shape to gorgeous final compositions.
Each creation relates a specific story and make us travel through space and time.

http://trendland.com/vintage-collages-by-erdem-duygu/schlumberger
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CUTOUT POSTER SERIES
San Fransisco based Moniker was approached by Designer Fund, an investment group committed
to design-led companies, to create a set of posters for their Bridge Speaker Series. To contrast
the digital nature of the talks, they utilized the tactility of paper and created abstract forms
to convey key ideas from each lecture.

http://trendland.com/moniker-x-designer-fund-bridge-poster-series/
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OBI PR(OBI)OTIC SODA
Designed by The Creative Method, this beverage is perfect for those who want something fizzy but don’t want
to wreak their health. Focusing on the bubbly factor, each image to represent the flavors is comprised of small,
circular bubbles. The bright colors against a white label contribute to the healthier approach. It feels clean and
like the flavors are more natural than ones you might find in a carbonated drink.

http://www.thedieline.com/blog/2016/5/16/obi-probiotic-soda
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GLOSSIER
When Emily Weiss launched a line of beauty products, she didn’t partner with a giant cosmetics company or
craft an elaborate advertising campaign. She turned to Instagram. For the Glossier Instagram account, Ms. Weiss
condensed 10 months of development into a few weeks of posts. By the time the first products were sold online
this week, Ms. Weiss and her team had amassed more than 13,000 followers for the brand on Instagram. One day
later, the count had surpassed 18,000.

Photograph by Brayden Olson and Raymond Meier. | Designed by Leslie David and Charlotte Delarue | http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-founder-of-beauty-brand-glossier-crafted-the-launch-on-instagram-1412709998
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ART MUSEUM UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Art Museum at the University of Toronto is a new institution that brings the existing Justina M. Barnicke Gallery
and the University of Toronto Art Centre together as one entity. Underline created a brand identity program that
is built upon an angled logo and functions across a range of promotional collateral including brochures, programs,
posters, banners and a website. The logo is set at the same 16.7 degree as the street grid of Toronto, firmly
situating the museum in its Toronto location.

https://www.behance.net/gallery/37065681/Art-Museum-University-of-Toronto-Identity

www.Lime-Agency.com
www.Pinterest.com/LimeAgencySG/
www.Instagram.com/Lime_Agency

